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Package Name: com.facebook.orca Version: 287.0.0.22.120 (252051753) File Size: 42.9 MB Update: October 22, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 3ceb440681d92bf1e71513ac34032004 SHA1: 3983a5ef0a8a78fdcb429ef920aae83e3558036 We update it regularly so that we can make it better for you. Get the latest
version for all of the available Messenger features. This version includes several bug improvements and performance improvements. Thanks for using Messenger! Follow us for your Android phone now you can download Messenger APK from this site. Facebook Messenger is a free messaging app used to share chatting, photos, videos, audio recordings
and make voice or video calls. This app can be used to communicate with your friends on Facebook and phone contacts. This chatting application is available on both Android and iOS devices. The structure of the Messenger app includes some key features. Send instant text, pictures, videos and files - using this app you can send instant messages to
people and skip exchanging phone numbers. You can also share photos, videos and unlimited files with your friends as there are no limits to it. Record voice messages-when you don't feel like texting using your hands, you can just record a voice message and send them. Voice/video calls-you can make both audio or video calls using the latest Messenger
application. Create groups - you can create multiple groups in this chat app. In addition, to avoid any unnecessary arguments in large groups you can make elections and plan or arrange to get together. Show Reaction – It has a lot of build-in emoji, GIF and stickers. Do you want to express yourself better? Just add a silly sticker, send a GIF, or use different
emojis in your chat. Secret Conversation – A stunning feature of Messenger is that you can engage in secret conversations with your friends. You can talk to each other in an encrypted space that anyone, even Facebook, is unable to see. In addition, you can control the amount of time the message can be viewed by the person you send it to. Location
Services - This app allows you to send your location to your friends very easily using gps technology offered on most devices. This feature is very useful as it lets you avoid any potential danger by telling your friends or family your location. Enable dark mode - you can turn on 'Dark Mode' to darken the colors of your chat interface to help your eyes adjust at
night. Send money-you can send money very easily through the Messenger app using your debit card information. This can be done from both the website and the mobile app. Facebook Privacy Settings - Messenger can be synced with all your phone contacts and Facebook friends while setting up with the account. For privacy purposes, you can also
change The 'Synced Contacts' option, so that your contacts are limited to your Facebook friends only.   Bring SMS to Messenger - It's trouble opening multiple apps to contact each other. To make it easier you can use this one app just for both SMS and Messenger.   Play games - you can challenge your friends in the game and boost your position in the
leaderboard. Download similar app for Technical Information Messenger Facebook Messenger is a dedicated application that enables Facebook users to chat with friends and contacts in a real-time scenario. This is the official messaging service of this social media platform. Facebook Messenger is absolutely free to download. However, keep in mind that
those who use this service through mobile phones may be subject to third-party data usage charges. Facebook Messenger is updated regularly and part of these updates includes ensuring that it is free of all viruses and malware. This is the very reason why the service should only be downloaded from a trusted source. While many individuals use Facebook
Messenger for simple chat purposes, there are many other files that can be accessed and sent. Some examples include images, links to other web addresses, videos, GIFs, voice recordings and emojis. When in use, Facebook Messenger will need about 204 megabytes. If the app is active within the background, it will consume 150.74 megabytes. Those
who decide to close the application completely are able to reduce this level to 58.04 megabytes. Please note that these figures may vary slightly between different operating systems. Users can use Facebook Messenger in synergy with other third-party applications such as Spotify, Trivia Blast, Dity and The Wall Street Journal, which are a handful of
examples. Be sure to check back with your official website, as updates are on a regular basis. When the group chat function is activated, six individuals (including the user) can enjoy Facebook Messenger at any time. Still, slow wireless connections have been believed to cause gaps and buffering issues on occasion. Making voice calls with the help of
Facebook Messenger is clear and straightforward. You will first need to navigate to the bottom of the home screen. There are many icons that can be selected and any voice call (similar to normal smartphone display) offers the option to start. You will first need to message a friend on Facebook as would normally be done without Facebook Messenger.
Messenger Chat includes an option to invite this person if they haven't already downloaded the application. In the event that they are not currently online, they will receive notification as soon as they log in. Facebook Messenger rooms are essentially public groups that focus on a specific topic (such as hobbies or latest movie reviews). There are Rooms and
Facebook to join can sometimes send you suggestions based on your express social media interests and past public posts. ArticleRearicalrier Morarticalierried more Facebook Messenger is the official Facebook app. You can have text conversations with all your friends using the popular social network. Send and receive text messages if you're away from
your computer and install a conversation on your mobile device. With other instant messaging apps, you can share images or your location within text messages. You can also include multiple recipients and open chat windows with multiple people at the same time. Each conversation is a bubble and you can easily move them around the screen of your
device. Facebook Messenger lets you choose between sound and vibration alerts for every message you receive. If the person you want to talk to doesn't have (or logs on) to Facebook. In addition, you can also make VoIP voice calls from the application itself. One of the best parts of Facebook Messenger is its sticker collection, which you can use to easily
customize your conversations. These fun images are similar to classic line giant emoticons, and they really help bring your conversation to life. Facebook Messenger really comes in handy for anyone who uses Facebook regularly (which is probably about everyone). With this app, you can communicate quickly with your friends, wherever you are, and at any
time. How to deactivate your social network accounts if you want to take a break and temporarily disappear, you can deactivate your social network for a while. Deactivating your account won't delete your profile, and you can always retain your friends and followers whenever you want. Here we explain how to deactivate your Instagram, Facebook and Twitter
accounts.  Read more on Facebook Messenger's best tips and tricks to learn the most if you want to exclude Facebook Messenger the most, then keep reading because we have made a list of some of the best tips and tricks. Not only can you send and receive messages using your smartphone, but you can also take advantage of all the features it offers.
You may not even know about some of them yet. Read more On WhatsApp and Messenger to use Libra, new cryptocurrency from Facebook Though the cryptocurrency market experienced a big drop at the end of 2018, the dynamic is definitely changing this year. Bitcoin is leading the pack, and now Facebook plans to board the cryptocurrency bandwagon.
In particular, it will do so with Libra, a new virtual currency that will be integrated into apps like WhatsApp and Messenger through the Calibra Wallet service. It seems that the huge company led by Mark Zuckerberg is going all in on this payment They will be doing so with the support of a large business community. Nearly 30 brands have already joined on
the project to supervise and monitor the new currency. Moreover, it is expected that once it is officially released, the number of members in the Libra Association will grow exponentially. Read More Facebook Messenger latest APK 285.0.0.17.119 (249466640) is one of the cool and free apps. It is a chat app with databases that can allow users to
communicate privately, face-to-face or with others in groups. It can be used as an accompanying chat app, SMS's cellular texting service and incoming or outgoing phone and video calling. This so-called all-in-one app is believed to threaten to take traditional mediated communication methods such as SMS and phone calls. Facebook Messenger file
information Last updated: October 9, 2020 Developer: Facebook Version: 285.0.0.17.119 (249466640) Requirement: Android 5.0 and up File size: 45.6MB Uploaded: October 9, 2020 at 10:14AM GMT +07 MD5: bbe3419eed5c84b3e29852b9599d1000 SHA1:60d34abfe43 f512a1dda92f386268f5110a0eeb6 available on Google Play: Google Play Facebook
Messenger app Review For Android, Facebook Messenger gives many attractive features that delve users into it. Audio clips, images, videos and customized large emojis can be sent through Messenger. There is also a feature that allows users to send money through the service they provide. This app has huge stickers that appear in forms of beautiful,
small and high quality images. If you download the app to experience only promoted fun instead of the messaging core feature, you can use VoIP call or video chat features. The voice call feature allows us to interact in a group. In addition, Facebook has kept privacy as the main concerns. That's why developers created incognito conversation mode to
respect the privacy of their users. You can set the mode from the settings and choose a phone to be the default. This feature is called secret conversation because it is encrypted end-to-end. This means that, users can only read on the device they have chosen to send and receive messages. Either Facebook or legitimate executives are not able to message.
Encrypting using open-source signal protocols activates incognito modes. This is what messages can only be read by recipients when using the mood of secret conversations. In the normal mode of messaging, it is encrypted to prevent interception with the encryption key. This feature is also available on whatsApp app which has also been developed by
Facebook. At the same time, the message can still be read with a court order by Facebook or legitimate authorities. Here are the pros and cons of this app. Pros: This is a free app. Your privacy is protected. Funny App Cons: There are lots of trivial additions Apps. How to use it does not require more procedures and explanations to start. You don't need to
create and keep a Facebook account to use this messenger. Basically, it only takes your mobile phone number. When it comes to setup, you'll be asked to enter your mobile phone number and allow access to your contacts. Setup doesn't take that much time. If you already have a Facebook account, just start setup by logging into your existing account.
When the necessary process is done, you already log into the app and are ready to use it. All messages and contacts will be transferred automatically after confirmation. Changelog Changelog
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